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                     VOCABULARY of “Current account woes” 

Woe (n-) पीड़ा, कठिऩाई, misery, sorrow, distress 

Injuries of the key players added another woe to the Indian cricket team.  

Abate (v-) कम होऩा, reduce 

The government must do something to abate the air pollution. 

Perennial (adj+)  ठिरस्थ़ायी, eternal 

We should not take pride on physical attributes as it is not perennial. 

Brisk (adj+) तेज, quick, rapid 

The bowler started bowling with a brisk run-up.  

Piecemeal (adj/adv-) क्रम से, आठहस्त़ा-आठहस्त़ा, slowly, gradually 

The authority is responsible for the piecemeal development of the department.  

Current account woes 

Proper structural reforms are needed to boost exports, reduce dependence on 

imported oil… 

The latest trade figures published by the Reserve Bank of India confirm the 

damage caused by high global oil prices in the last few months.  

Proper structural reforms are needed to boost exports, reduce dependence on 

imported oil… 

India’s current account deficit (CAD) widened to 2.9% of gross domestic product 

(GDP) in the July-September quarter, a four-year high, under increasing 

pressure from the oil bill.  

This is in contrast to the same quarter a year ago when the CAD was only 1.1% 

of GDP.  

The widening of the CAD was due to an increase in the trade deficit, which 

jumped to $50 billion in the September quarter as compared to $32.5 billion a 

year ago, due to a higher import bill.  

The government, however, may not be too worried about the widening CAD 

figures as the major factor that was behind the phenomenon has abated; global 

oil prices have dropped sharply since early October. 

A widening current account deficit per se should not be a cause for worry as long 

as foreign capital inflows into the economy are brisk enough to fund its huge 

import needs. 

The trouble arises when foreign inflows dry up and restrict the ability to purchase 

essential imports.  

So as liquidity conditions continue to tighten across the world, India’s heavy 

import dependence is a cause for concern.  

 

Meanwhile, when Western central banks tighten their monetary policy, the RBI 

will be forced to tighten its own policy stance in order to retain investment capital 

and defend the rupee. This will impact domestic economic growth negatively. 

In order to bring about any meaningful change, the government should also try 

implementing proper structural reforms that can boost exports, thus helping fund 

imports through means other than capital inflows, and end the over-reliance on 

imported oil. 

                     VOCABULARY of “Death in the air” 

Scourge (n/v-) चाबकु, whip 

Inflation has been the scouge for the whole nation since last couple of years. 

Malaise (n-) बेचैनी, anxiety, commotion 

These days our society is suffering from social and cultural malaise.  

Defy (v-) उपेक्षा करना, ignore, insult, disobey 

The student defied the order of the principal by entering without permission. 

Morbid (adj-) अस्वस्थ, दषूित, unhealthy, gruesome 

The patient was reported to be in morbid condition.  

Accrue (v+) वषृि होना, grow 

Cultural and social standards will accrue from proper education and resources. 

Unbridled (adj-) ठनरंकुश, unrestrained, uncontrolled 

All the Mughal rulers were unbridled. 

Affluent (adj+) समृद्ध, rich 

Mukesh Ambani, an affluent businessman must invest money in making hospitals. 

Chronic (adj-) बहुक़ालीन, since a long time 

Smoking can result in some chronic diseases as doctors say. 

Apathy (n-) उद़ासीनत़ा, disinterest, uninterest 

After playing for a long time with same toys, the baby had apathy towards them. 

Sustainable (adj+) सतत, continuous 

A sustainable development is more important than only achieving it.   

Death in the air 

It is time clean air is made a front-line political issue… 

As an environmental scourge that killed an estimated 1.24 million people in India 

in 2017, air pollution should be among the highest policy priorities.  

But the Centre and State governments have tended to treat it as a chronic malaise 

that defies a solution.  

It is time clean air is made a front-line political issue… 

The deadly results of official apathy are outlined in the Global Burden of Disease 

2017 report on the impact of air pollution on deaths, disease burden, and life 

expectancy across the states of India, published by The Lancet. Millions of people 

are forced to lead morbid lives or face premature death due to bad air quality.  

No State met the annual average exposure norm for PM2.5 of 10 micrograms per 

cubic metre set by the World Health Organisation.  

If the country paid greater attention to ambient air quality and household air 

pollution, the researchers say, people living in the worst-affected States of Uttar 

Pradesh, Bihar, Rajasthan and Jharkhand could add more than 1.7 years to their 

life expectancy.  

Sustainable solutions must be found for stubble-burning and the use of solid fuels 

in households, the two major sources of pollution, and State governments must 

be made accountable for this. 

There are not enough ground-level monitoring stations for PM2.5, and studies 

primarily use satellite imagery and modelling to project health impacts. Rapid 

progress on clean air now depends on citizens making it a front-line political issue. 

 


